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Abstract

In the 1930s, the Mexican federal government consolidated political control following the
chaos of the revolution and developed strategies for industrial development and eco-
nomic growth. In 1936, at the height of the Popular Front and amid unabashedly pro-
gressive declarations by Mexican President Lázaro Cárdenas, the Department of Labor
ordered an investigation to insure the protection of women’s and children’s labor rights.
The “new woman” in postrevolutionary Mexico would be both a conscientious mother
(protected by her husband) and a productive wage laborer (protected by the paterfami-
lias of the federal government). Two years later, confronting political and economic real-
ities within Mexico, the Cárdenas government all but abandoned this agenda, turning a
blind eye to labor abuses as labor-intensive enterprises leaned on underpaid women work-
ers to facilitate the transition to industrial production.

In July 1936, Mexico’s Department of Labor released its first report by the In-
vestigative Committee of the Situation of Women and Children Workers.1 Cit-
ing the desires of president Lázaro Cárdenas (1934–1940), the department head,
Genaro Vázquez, had issued the committee a broad mandate to ascertain
women’s salaries across Mexico’s diverse industries and regions and to examine
the justifications for any gaps between men’s and women’s salaries and labor pro-
tections. Vázquez instructed the committee to report any workplace conditions
that threatened women’s security or health. He called on inspectors to consider
the “social condition of woman . . . since the Revolution should care for the fem-
inine factor with the same attention that it has shown to date for the masculine
factor.” He also directed the committee to report on children’s labor conditions,
citing the “Department’s preoccupation with continuing decisive support for the
revolutionary program discouraging child factory labor.” Despite the commit-
tee’s ambitious goals, it concentrated its energies where it expected the most ab-
ject exploitation: Mexico City’s garment industry.

Dividing the city into zones, the inspection committee’s five educated,
middle-class women pounded the pavement, tracking down every garment-
making workshop they could. Their expectations were not disappointed. Labor
law violations abounded and, according to the inspectors, the workers lacked the
class-consciousness and economic security to challenge their employers. Given
the postrevolutionary regime’s emphasis on linking education with worker eman-
cipation, inspectors wondered why a group of women with relatively high liter-
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acy and education levels would subject themselves to “the intolerable condition
of industrial slavery.”2 Understanding “industrial slavery” as culturally rather
than structurally rooted, they identified three principal explanations for this ap-
parent paradox. The first, “of a hereditary character,” held that women had
grown accustomed to their submissive roles in the traditional Mexican house-
hold. Second, “the revolutionary ideology, and with it class consciousness, has
not penetrated the proletarian households in the desirable proportion.” Finally,
this sector’s low unionization levels impeded garment workers from agitating for
their own emancipation, risking job loss and blacklisting.

The report exudes state paternalism, not only pointing to the responsibili-
ty of the “Revolution [to] care for the feminine factor” but also assuming that
“class consciousness” would come from the leaders of the postrevolutionary re-
gime and penetrate working-class households, rather than the reverse. Rhetor-
ically, these reformers placed both women (the “feminine factor”) and the work-
ing class (“proletarian households”) outside of the “Revolution” itself.

The investigative committee’s language highlights three publicly contested
issues: industrial modernization, regime consolidation, and postrevolutionary
gender ideologies. In all three realms, the Cárdenas government faced difficult
choices. It sought industrialization but within a nationalist framework and with-
out displacing the country’s thousands of small producers. Likewise, it strove to
consolidate a strong central government without alienating important investors
and local political bosses and to update prevailing gender practices without up-
setting time-honored patriarchal traditions. The Cardenista consensus-building
project required careful navigation of these three areas to construct the infra-
structure of state-orchestrated conflict mediation.

As the Cárdenas administration negotiated the complex political terrain
among Communist-led Popular Front organizations, an increasingly militant
suffrage movement, and the burgeoning fascist organizations, government agen-
cies like the Labor Department shifted their emphasis from paternalist mobi-
lization to social and political stability. After explaining the relationship among
gender ideologies, labor politics, and postrevolutionary regime consolidation,
this article examines the textile and garment industries during this crucial tran-
sition to the so-called Mexican Miracle, a period from the 1940s to 1960s char-
acterized by rapid industrialization, economic development, and political sta-
bility. Juggling social, economic, and political priorities, policymakers struggled
to balance support for women’s rights as wage earners with the expectations of
their unpaid domestic labor. By 1940, just as the “Miracle” began to take off, the
regime had accommodated its more conservative critics, focusing its energies on
supporting professional women and full-time mothers rather than wage earners.

Gender, Labor Politics, and Regime Consolidation

Less than three weeks before Genaro Vázquez ordered the investigation, Cár-
denas described the state as the “arbiter and regulator of social life.”3 Several
weeks later, Cárdenas informed an employers’ organization in Mexico City that
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The modern concept of the State’s function and the very nature of the labor legis-
lation in its universal breadth require that cases of doubt be resolved to favor the
weaker party. Granting equal treatment to two unequal parties is neither to im-
part justice nor to work with equity.4

This vision of the postrevolutionary state defining and mediating class relations
conspicuously characterized the Cárdenas government as it vacillated between
reformism and mass mobilization. Regardless of its strategies, the regime’s com-
mitment to mediating conflicts over women’s labor rights drew government of-
ficials into intimate domestic conflicts. Every discussion about women’s paid la-
bor implied a larger question about reconciling the postrevolutionary “new
woman” with the expectations of women’s unpaid domestic labor.

Women’s growing participation in the labor force sparked heated public de-
bate over their rights as wage earners, leading to several reforms of the Civil
Code and federal labor laws in the 1930s. The prize-winning essay in a contest
sponsored by the Federal District government considered married women’s
rights to retain their wages.5 Reformist organizations expressed particular con-
cern about sweated labor in foreign-owned workshops.6 Without question, many
Mexicans—men and women alike—supported the idea of a male family wage
and lamented women’s flagging domestic femininity.

Women’s labor, whether wage labor in garment workshops or unpaid labor
in the home, anchored debates over gendered identities. Postrevolutionary lead-
ers advanced an image of a “new Mexican woman,” more modern (read: less
pious) in her habits and beliefs, yet no less feminine for her extra-domestic ac-
tivities. The ruling party’s (Partido Nacional Revolucionario, PNR) official news-
paper ran a column about women’s roles shifting from “factors of consumption”
to “factors of production.”7 “This entrance of woman into the field of factory
production changes, of course, her psychological character,” the columnist ex-
plained:

It modifies her and gives her a distinct profile that differentiates her radically from
the woman we know as domestic . . . It should not be thought that this poses an
imminent threat to women’s femininity. . . . [T]he productive woman of our social
moment acquires a greater beauty. It makes her, as we can affirm, more feminine.

Divisions did not run cleanly along progressive–conservative lines. Catholic or-
ganizations insisted on a traditional, domestic role for women and concentrated
on ways to keep women at home, but labor unions also expressed concern about
women’s presence in factory jobs, citing high unemployment rates among men
and downward pressures on wages.8

In late July 1934, one of the PNR’s affiliated parties wrote to president-elect
Lázaro Cárdenas asking him to block women from public employment, arguing
that they deprived men of jobs needed to support families.9 This argument en-
countered a mixed reception and was vocally rejected by officials of the Cárde-
nas regime. The following year’s industrial census showed that fully twenty per-
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cent of Mexican households were female-headed, a fact that made national
headlines and reshaped the debate over women’s labor. A second request fol-
lowed, and the petitions spurred coverage and editorial commentary in the ma-
jor Mexico City dailies. The controversy persisted for over a year before finally
being put to rest with the administration’s clear refusal to dismiss its female em-
ployees.

Nonetheless, the discussion about women’s participation in the labor force
participation retained the rhetoric of “deserving” versus “undeserving” women.
The PNR State Women’s Committee in Monterrey wrote to Cárdenas soon af-
ter his presidential inauguration about its plan to establish a mechanism for di-
recting employers to these more “truly deserving” women rather than to the
jóvenes bien [rich kids] who worked only to buy “flashy cars” and “expensive
outfits.”10 The “truly deserving” women included only those who lived in a
household with no male breadwinner or where the male breadwinner’s wage
could not meet expenses. For the committee’s members, the plan had the addi-
tional benefit of forming a clientelistic link with a reliable and dependent pool
of domestic workers.

Politicians and public intellectuals expressed endless disagreements about
women’s right to work while male unemployment remained high, about the ef-
fects on the domestic realm of women’s participation in the labor force, and
about women’s safety while working outside the home. Mexico City newspapers
ran regular stories about young, working-class women involved in violent, often
fatal altercations with jilted lovers or unrequited admirers. The stories almost
invariably involved the young women abandoning the sanctity of the home for
work or leisure. Often including morbid pictures of the victims, these daily tales
instructed young women that the world outside the home remained a dangerous
place that they explored at their own peril.11

Yet women activists insisted on women’s rights in the streets, union halls,
and congressional chambers. Communist Party militants and the increasingly
well-organized suffrage movement claimed a place for women in the postrevo-
lutionary state-building project.12 Although communists and suffragists re-
mained antagonistic toward one another through the early 1930s, the 1935 ad-
vent of the Mexican Communist Party’s (PCM) Popular Front campaign united
them into a mobilized organization campaigning for political, social, and eco-
nomic rights.13 As one woman editorialized in the ruling party’s official news-
paper,

As long as women’s right to think and to work is not recognized within the fami-
ly, it is useless to grant her the vote, which she cannot exercise freely and cannot
consider seriously. She would see the impossibility of attending political meetings
that end too late, given that within the criteria of our neighborhoods, an honest
señorita cannot allow herself evening excursions of any sort.14

Such sentiments underscored the futility of parsing women’s public and private
roles, including paid and unpaid labor.
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Given women’s widespread support for the Catholic Church and prevailing
concerns about circumscribing church influence, officials sought ways to instill
“revolutionary” values in women through work. Revealing the hegemony of
contemporary materialist ideologies, both Catholic organizations and ruling-
party leaders expressed the idea that women’s participation in the labor force
would transform their political consciousness—a consequence the church sought
to avoid and the PNR to facilitate. During a campaign speech, Cárdenas exposed
the resulting tensions within the regime’s vision of the “new woman.” “Women
must organize,” he urged:

Home for them must cease to be a prison. They must become a factor in the pro-
duction of wealth. They must improve the standard of domestic economies and
must, in short, be man’s companion in every aspect of his existence. We must not
destroy the home but improve it. Let mothers be capable of contributing produc-
tive effort but without destroying her children’s upbringing; they must go to the
workshop, to the field, but in such a way that, due to the modernization of work-
ing systems, the home shall not lose any of its cleanliness, warmth, or attractive-
ness.15

In the Cardenista imagination, the “new woman” would enter the wage labor
force but without jeopardizing domestic stability or challenging patriarchal priv-
ilege. The postrevolutionary Mexican woman would be a hybrid of traditional
and modern gender ideals. Although untethered from Catholic “superstition,”
the “new woman” would retain the abnegation and modesty that purportedly
distinguished truly Mexican femininity from European and North American
flapperismo.

Cárdenas’ speech underscored an important—and from the regime’s point
of view, desirable—shift underway within Mexico’s labor culture. Stating that
women must “become a factor in the production of wealth,” Cárdenas sharp-
ened the distinction between the informal economy and formal, wage-based pro-
duction that exploited technological advances and “modernized” production
systems. Work performed in a less-structured fashion did not, in Cárdenas’ vi-
sion, contribute to the “production of wealth.” Modern, wage-earning women
would join unions and interact regularly with government or ruling-party offi-
cials, extricating them from influences of both the clergy and the clientelism of
local, informal politics.

Furthermore, government agencies embraced the opportunity to inculcate
“revolutionary values” in working-class and peasant women. Educators and
government functionaries viewed the latter group as particularly susceptible to
reactionary influences, but they also endeavored to engender class-conscious-
ness in urban working women. Federal education programs for working-class
women made this ideological project transparent. In the Secretariat of Public
Education’s garment-making school in Mexico City, exams emphasized revolu-
tionary labor principles, testing students’ understanding of the surplus value the-
ory of labor, the difference between a work stoppage and a strike, and the con-
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tradiction inherent in the bourgeoisie. Short-answer questions asked students to
explain how working women contributed to the elimination of social miseries,
why it was false that homes are destroyed when women work, and why all work-
ing women should join unions.16

Gender and Labor in Textile and Garment Production

Labor unions played a central role in postrevolutionary modernization schemes,
and the textile workers’ unions, among the most militant and organized before
the revolution, became a key target of efforts to shore up a mass base for the
new regime. The textile industry implemented the first contrato-ley (contract-
law), which allowed government officials to arbitrate all labor conflicts, a prac-
tice that would become a model for other industries.17 Thus, the textile industry
offered a paradigm for postrevolutionary labor and development policies.

The importance of the cotton textile and garment industries stemmed
largely from nationalist economic considerations, since this pair of industries his-
torically had offered other countries a path to modern, industrialized develop-
ment. The postrevolutionary regime’s commitment to nationalist industrializa-
tion emerged from two related concerns that had gained prominence during the
1910–1917 revolution. First, the revolution spurred a drive to transform Mexi-
co into a socially, economically, and politically modern nation. Second, it gal-
vanized a nationalist economic spirit, privileging domestic capital over foreign
capital, which revolutionary leaders branded a sinister force behind the prerev-
olutionary Porfirian dictatorship (1876–1910).

The cotton textile industry held a prominent place in the Mexican econo-
my as the country’s largest non-extractive industry, and its backward and for-
ward linkages (into domestic cotton cultivation and garment manufacture)
made it the country’s most important vertically integrated industry.18 Govern-
ment-commissioned studies examined the feasibility of domestically producing
the mechanized looms and other heavy machinery rather than importing them.19

Contemporary economist Eduardo Villaseñor underscored the importance of
maintaining high domestic demand for cotton textiles to promote modernized
production processes within the textile industry.20 The dramatic October 1936
collectivization of northern cotton production highlighted the integrated indus-
tries of cotton cultivation, textile production, and garment manufacture as show-
pieces for postrevolutionary developmental policies.21

The government balanced promoting industrialization with the reality of
the uneven Mexican firms’ capitalization and the need to protect nationally fi-
nanced enterprises. During the Depression, the manufacturing sector struggled
to compete with the more profitable, capital-intensive petroleum and mining in-
dustries for the shrinking pool of direct private investment.22 Even in the hey-
day of Cardenismo, mining and petroleum ventures enjoyed ten times more pub-
lic investment through the official credit institution than did the textile and
garment industries.23

Within the project of jump-starting the national economy through protec-
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tionism, the federal government examined the use of foreign material and labor
inputs into Mexican production.24 In 1930, Mexico’s finance ministry undertook
its first industrial census, repeating the process at five-year intervals. Inconsis-
tent in their methodology, these censuses provide unreliable longitudinal data
on industrial practices, but they offer considerable information amount about
policy concerns.25 The ministry tracked foreign capital and personnel inputs, as-
sessed levels of mechanization across industries and regions, and tallied num-
bers of workers by sex, age, and salary levels.

Given the extractive industries’ heavy capital demands, the textile industry
experienced isolated and limited industrialization in the 1930s. A 1942 govern-
ment study showed that three-quarters of the looms and between eighty and
eighty-five percent of other machinery had been purchased between 1898 and
1910.26 As larger firms switched to modern machinery, less capitalized concerns
relied on labor-intensive production processes, pushing down wages to remain
competitive with more modern production strategies. Economist Donald Kee-
sing described this process as two-stage industrial development, with an initial
phase depending heavily on inexpensive labor inputs giving way to a period of
stronger growth resulting from higher levels of industrialization.27 As well-
organized, militant textile unions refused to accommodate this downward pres-
sure on wages, industrialists promoted a higher universal minimum wage to bring
other producers up to the same wage scale that they paid.28

Many smaller producers sidestepped these wage demands by employing
women at lower pay. Examining the role of women’s labor in the textile and gar-
ment industries reveals the crucial and generally ignored role that the female
workforce played in enabling Mexico’s transition to industrial development.
Both industries historically had employed significant numbers of women, but the
more rapid mechanization of the textile industry shifted it to a predominantly
male labor force as it became increasingly mechanized.29 Thus, working-class
women moved out of higher paying, unionized sectors such as textiles and ac-
counted for a growing percentage of the lower-paying, largely nonunion garment
sector. Although the textile and garment industries developed as separate en-
terprises, they warrant consideration together here because of their integration,
the insights gained by comparison, and their particular importance to women’s
labor conditions.

With the tightening male labor supply during the revolution, women per-
formed more work in the mills, particularly those with the most antiquated ma-
chinery, but their numbers declined with mechanization. For example, one gov-
ernment study estimated that women comprised ninety percent of Jalisco’s
textile labor force in 1918.30 By 1928, the percentage of women cotton textile
workers in Jalisco had fallen to fifty-three percent of Jalisco’s 2,242 cotton tex-
tile workers. Despite this decline, women’s presence in the Jalisco cotton textile
work force remained higher than in the more industrialized and capitalized state
of Puebla, where women comprised less than four percent of cotton textile 9,600
workers. The 1930 industrial census estimated that Puebla had more than five
times Jalisco’s levels of mechanization and investment and twenty percent high-
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er average wages.31 By 1940, while still predominating in less mechanized sec-
tors such as rolling and dying (forming seventy percent of the workforce),
women performed only fifteen percent of factory work across the industry and
comprised less than ten percent of the workers tending the more mechanized
cotton looms.32

Several factors contributed to this trend of women’s declining presence in
factory labor. The Federal Labor Law 1931 and elaborated in 1934 prohibited
women’s employment on the second and third shifts, night shifts that allowed
factories to optimize the use of industrial machinery and that by contract paid
higher wages than the day shift. The laws also imposed stiff requirements for ma-
ternity leave and childcare provision and restrictions on women’s operation of
heavy machinery.

Most importantly, union leaders gained control over hiring into the most
coveted apprenticeship positions to train for high-paying industrial jobs. These
positions were given almost exclusively to men, often to the sons of current em-
ployees. The 1939 contrato-ley stipulated that “the contracting unions will pro-
vide apprentices, in every case preferring the sons [hijos] of the workers in the
same factory, and especially those whose fathers [ padres] practice the craft or a
trade that is to be taught.”33 This provision, which became common in industri-
al unions, preserved a vestige of the pre-industrial, family-based labor structure
associated with artisanal production, effectively recreating a kind of primogen-
iture of industrial labor. In other words, as the textile industry slouched toward
higher levels of industrialization, textile production became associated with
skilled, masculine, higher paying labor, relegating women to jobs viewed as un-
skilled, feminine, and unsuited to a family wage.34 Many displaced working wom-
en sought refuge in the garment industry, where tasks such as sewing, finishing,
and embroidery were labeled unskilled.

The relationship between wages and mechanization fostered tensions among
employers as well. Most textile and garment producers did not enjoy the tech-
nological advances that would allow them to compete with more heavily capi-
talized and industrialized firms. This uneven modernization in production sys-
tems also frustrated more mechanized producers, since they often faced product
irregularities or production bottlenecks, thus limiting the efficiency and produc-
tivity of the more mechanized plants.

Furthermore, the largest, most heavily industrialized companies faced unions
strong enough to demand higher wages and greater job security. While many em-
ployers tried to circumscribe union control through intimidation and bribery of
union officials, others developed an allegiance to the enforcement of the indus-
trial rule of law. Employers who risked antagonizing their unions if they com-
mitted labor law violations protested the conspicuous divide between labor law
and common business practices. Concerned about smaller firms that, uncon-
strained by vigilant labor unions, paid workers below minimum wage and avoid-
ed collective contracts, larger employers called on the federal government to
enforce labor laws and a higher minimum-wage standard.35 While Labor De-
partment officials recognized the social dislocations and economic instability
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that would inevitably follow strict enforcement of the 1931 Federal Labor Law,
they also understood that the rule of law comprised an essential component of
modern, industrial development.

During this take-off period of the “Mexican Miracle,” the female labor
force provided an indispensable buffer for less mechanized producers. By defin-
ing certain jobs as lower paying women’s work and by employing women as sub-
minimum-wage apprentices, small, labor-intensive producers stayed afloat and
still endorsed the industrial family wage. As economic historian Stephen Haber
argued, the 1930s recovery and growth of the cotton textile industry relied al-
most entirely on recent immigrants’ low-capital enterprises.36 For these labor-
intensive endeavors, women provided a low-paid, flexible work force.

The First and Second Investigative Committee Reports

Amid growing concerns about women’s role in the unevenly industrializing work
force, the Investigative Committee of the Situation of Women and Children
Workers set out in 1936 to research the conditions of women garment workers.
In choosing to investigate the garment industry, the inspectors endeavored to
root out the worst cases of “anti-economic” behavior. They expressed particu-
lar concern about clandestine workshops, piecework wages, and, most especial-
ly, outwork: practices that allowed employers to elude state observation and,
critics argued, undermined the process of modernization. Within a modern indus-
trial framework, as suggested by Cárdenas’ campaign statement about women’s
labor, domestic spheres and productive spheres should be distinctly separate.
Thus, outwork practices precipitated concerns that unhealthy labor conditions
spilled over from the workshop into the home, exacerbating exploitative labor
practices by drawing other family members into production.37

The committee focused on smaller enterprises. Although the study includ-
ed several larger concerns boasting nearly one hundred women employees, the
average workshop employed only fourteen workers. Surveying 2,835 workers in
208 workshops and small factories, the inspectors found that nearly thirteen per-
cent of fixed-salary employees and more than fifty-one percent of piecework em-
ployees earned less than the legal minimum wage. Despite the mandates of fed-
eral labor laws, the workers received no paid vacation or, in some cases, no
vacation at all, rarely enjoyed union protections, and often remained classified
as apprentices or probationary workers despite having worked many years for
the same employer.38 Piecework rates were abysmally low, particularly for those
women who performed outwork.

Workplace health concerns assumed a central position in the committee’s
report. The committee’s head, Federico Ortiz, had dedicated his career to pub-
lic health after graduating at the top of his medical-school class in 1925.39 The
investigative committee sought out egregious health violations and labor abus-
es, reporting high levels of tuberculosis, dirty and dusty conditions, the absence
of ventilation, and inadequate bathroom facilities. The report also detailed bla-
tant labor law violations. One inspector found that a woman had worked as an
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“apprentice” for twenty years, and many workshops exceeded the statutory lim-
it of five percent on apprentices or probationary workers. Nearly seventy per-
cent of the women surveyed performed piecework, but almost none of them re-
ceived the daily minimum wage of two pesos. Even fixed-wage workers only
averaged $1.50 per day, still well short of the federally mandated minimum.

The report revealed that low levels of mechanization exacerbated poor la-
bor conditions. Nearly a quarter of the garment workers surveyed performed
their work by hand, and nearly a fifth of the workers used machines but labored
standing up, an imposition considered particularly inappropriate for women.
Women lost wages when machinery broke down or their employers could not
afford necessary inputs, such as cloth, thread, or electricity. Some pieceworkers
even paid for many supplies and machinery out of their meager incomes.

The inspectors repeatedly related instances of employer intimidation, threat-
ening workers’ jobs and preventing them from talking to inspectors. As one re-
port explained, “The workers recognize that [the payment system] is unjust, but
knowing the threat that hangs over them of losing their jobs if they denounce
the situation, they prefer to subject themselves to its demands, keeping silent
and denying all facts.”40 Indeed, several reports indicated that an unusually
courageous worker or surreptitious neighbor had passed along information about
the workshops’ labor conditions.

Throughout the report, the inspectors spoke for the workers rather than re-
lating workers’ responses. Whereas the report cited extensive portions of labor
contracts and letters from employers’ organizations, the many interviews with
workers appeared only through the inspectors’ speculations about the workers’
intended meanings. In other words, having questioned nearly three thousand
garment workers about their labor conditions, the inspectors included no direct
testimony from the workers themselves. The report’s overarching message em-
phasized the need for government officials to speak on the workers’ behalf and
to redeem this hopelessly backward and exploitative industry.

The report attributed poor conditions largely to organized labor’s near ab-
sence in the garment industry. Pointing out that nearly ninety percent of the indus-
try—presumably excluding those workshops that operated clandestinely—had
no union representation at all, the report concluded that government officials
must defend workers’ interests. “Is it strange, with this situation, that those poor
women are victims of merciless exploitation?” queried the report.

It must be emphasized that this [the low levels of unionization] explains the De-
partment [of Labor]’s decided intervention in favor of this sector of the national
proletariat, surely the weakest, the most exploited, and, therefore, the most ur-
gently requiring help from the Government of the Revolution.41

In this respect, the inspectors acted more as labor organizers than data collec-
tors. Inspectors proudly recounted instances when they openly challenged em-
ployers about labor practices and exhorted workers to seek the protection of the
government and of labor unions. Margarita Jiménez, one of the most prolific in-
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spectors, included a disparaging account of the coat-making workshop “Al-
macenes Cataluña,” describing her confrontations with the forewoman and the
owners. “In light of all this,” she concluded, “the workers wanted to organize
themselves, but only so long as they enjoyed the support of the Department of
Labor, given its concern with improving the workers’ situation.”42

However, the inspectors also exhibited some sympathy with these small-
scale employers. Ana María Hernández, an inspector and PNR activist, spear-
headed efforts to federalize garment-industry labor relations as they had been
under the textile industry’s 1931 contrato-ley.43 She promoted two employers’ as-
sociations that lobbied to uphold federal labor laws. This effort at unification
and social peace through government arbitration closely followed the cotton
textile industry’s model. As in the textile industry, a contingent of garment man-
ufacturers sought punishment for employers who operated clandestinely and
paid illegal wages. Meanwhile, they highlighted their own compliance with fed-
eral labor laws to avert stricter enforcement or more stringent legislation. The
organizations Hernández supported sought “to regularize and generalize among
all their members the wage rates in strict compliance with the law and to coop-
erate in the creation of federally mandated collective contract and wage scale,
resulting from a worker–employer convention.”44

These appeals revealed the precarious situation of many small employers.
Most workshop owners were themselves not far removed from wage earning.
One employers’ association, established in January 1936, wrote an addendum to
the investigative committee’s report, calling for national standards for the gar-
ment industry. It explained:

This industry consists of a great number of small industrialists that employ pri-
marily female workers and a very small percentage of men. The vast majority of
these needlework workshops have developed in a very stunted manner, which
could almost be described as miserable, due to their disorganization and the scarce
resources that they individually control, resulting in a ruinous competition among
them. Unable to secure sustenance and progress through price stabilization, these
industrialists have obtained their subsistence through lower costs, obligating them
to pay workers extremely low salaries, nearly starvation wages. Because the work-
ers are mostly women, they have been able to content themselves with this miser-
able compensation.45

The association went on to object that the labor authorities’ failure to enforce
minimum wage laws had forced many of its members to leave the organization
or ignore its regulations. Even before the January 1936 minimum-wage increase
from $1.50 to $2.00 per diem, association members struggled to compete with
clandestine producers paying workers only fifty to seventy-five centavos per day.
Without adequate law enforcement, the organization maintained, increasing
minimum-wage rates forced more producers to operate illegally to stay afloat.

The Department of Labor maintained that state employer–worker coop-
eration would result in higher wages based on the association’s recommenda-
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tions. Using standards provided by one of the manufacturers’ associations, the
inspectors’ report offered a comparison of daily production averages and piece-
work wages among outworkers, nonunionized workshops, unionized workshops,
and association workshops (see Table 1).46 The striking differences in potential
daily wages are deceptive, however. Association rates remained theoretical rec-
ommendations made to member-employers who complied only within the con-
straints of profitability. As the employers’ appeal underscores, such standards
often remained no more than idealistic imaginings as thousands of small gar-
ment workshops competed to supply the large clothing houses. The report in-
dicated that workers and employers alike advocated state arbitration of their
differences. Without state intervention, “wage anarchy” would prevail and de-
stabilize the entire productive system.47 Thus, the Department of Labor inter-
twined labor rights and industrial development in a paternalist but progressive
agenda.

Two years later the Labor Department published a second report on the
conditions of working women and children.48 The differences between the two
documents are obvious even before opening them. The 1936 report offered a
substantive, lengthy account with typeset print and several appendices of data,
while the 1938 report filled only twenty pages and apparently was produced on
a standard typewriter. The cover of the 1936 report featured the socialist-realist
style sans serif typescript and an engraving of women marching in the streets car-
rying banners proclaiming their support for federal labor laws. By contrast, the
1938 report cover featured a more traditional typescript and a photograph of
three smiling women posing with the tools of their trades. The disparity between
the two reports becomes even more apparent upon reading them. The 1936 re-
port included a detailed account of the committee’s methodology, the names of
the committee members, excerpts from their inspection reports, sample ques-
tionnaires, charts of data collected, and examples of their correspondence. The
1938 report was simply signed by Isaac Olive, the oficial mayor of the labor de-
partment and a career lawyer and politician, and contained no direct informa-
tion from or about the inspectors.

Similarly, the 1938 report’s recommendations differed significantly from
those of its predecessor. Whereas the 1936 committee had asserted the impor-
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Table 1.

Outwork Outwork Workshop Nonunion Union Association

Item Production Wage Production Wage Wage Wage

Suit 5 16.66¢ 6 20.83¢ 41.25¢ 50.00¢
Pants 12 6.25¢ 18 8.33¢ 10.41¢ 12.00¢
Blouse 10 10.41¢ 12 12.50¢ 14.58¢ 18.00¢
Trousers 5 14.58¢ 7 18.75¢ 20.83¢ 30.00¢



tance of women workers earning higher wages and enjoying better working con-
ditions, the 1938 report stressed the need for a family wage and insurance for
male workers. Striking a very different tone from the demands for respect for
women workers that had permeated the 1936 report, the latter document ex-
plained that:

When the worker cannot create a savings fund, due to his poor wages and the high
cost of living, he faces the painful situation that, upon his death, his family and es-
pecially the women who depend upon him are forced into misery and perhaps
prostitution. This constitutes a grave moral threat that causes dejection in the
worker, having repercussions for his productive capacity, which will be less intense,
to the detriment of the firms.49

This shift in tone from fulfilling the commitments of the revolutionary struggle
to a moralizing paternalism about the need for greater frugality and foresight
among workers follows the shift in Mexican political climate more generally dur-
ing the second half of the Cárdenas presidency. As the regime sought to consol-
idate its gains following the reorganization of the ruling party and the expropri-
ation of the petroleum industry, it turned toward more conciliatory, conservative
labor and social policies. Rather than focusing on the exploited women of the
garment industry, the 1938 investigative committee turned to the concerns of the
“so-called ‘middle class’ . . . who have generally remained apart from the Gov-
ernments of the Revolution, as a result of various religious or political preju-
dices.”50 The concerns of the committee, like those of Cardenismo, had changed
from mobilizing mass organizations of peasants and workers to appeasing the
middle class and drawing it into the ranks of regime supporters.

Battling the Right

The Cardenistas’ rightward shift resulted from mounting concerns within both
the ruling party and the Communist Party about domestic fascism, particularly
the growing strength of the fascist Gold Shirts and the quasi-fascist Sinarquistas.
In mid-1937, Communists adopted the “Unity at Any Cost” policy, ensuring the
Cárdenas government that it would not face any substantial challenges from the
organized left and could concentrate instead on fighting battles on the right. The
Labor Department’s leadership changed completely in 1937 when Genaro
Vázquez, who had ordered the 1936 investigative report, became Mexico’s at-
torney general.51 This changing of the guard created the opportunity for an ide-
ological shift in the department, as Cardenista officials demonstrated mounting
intolerance for strikes and labor mobilizations.

Furthermore, the highly mobilized women’s movement seemed on the
brink of achieving its long-pursued goal of women’s suffrage. Postrevolutionary
political leaders often questioned the advisability of women’s suffrage, assum-
ing women’s support for the regime’s Catholic and conservative opponents. Suf-
fragists, therefore, took pains to show that they would not upset the careful po-
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litical balance in any way that might favor conservative challengers. As Congress
deliberated over a constitutional amendment to grant women voting rights, fem-
inist organizers bent over backwards to demonstrate their allegiance to the
postrevolutionary regime and prove their credentials as citizens.52 Since PCM
militants also organized the Popular Front-inspired women’s confederation, the
combination of “Unity at Any Cost” and the precarious status of the suffrage
amendment left women activists reluctant to challenge the Labor Department’s
conservative turn on women’s labor rights.

With the containment of left and feminist opposition, Cardenistas concen-
trated their energies on appealing to women attracted to the fascist and Catholic
organizations. As part of the regime’s overriding goals of political stability and
modernization, Cardenista labor officials attempted to co-opt the family-wage
agenda of conservative groups such as the Mexican Catholic Women’s Union
(UFCM), a branch of Mexico’s Catholic Action. In 1938, the UFCM organized
a congress to consider strategies to attract working women into its ranks.53

Working outside the home, the UFCM leadership insisted, led women to “reli-
gious indifference” and the abdication of domestic duties. Catholic Action, they
maintained, should rescue working-class women from the “moral repercus-
sions” of union membership. They pointed to the example of the Depression-
plagued United States and asserted that the “invasion of women into the work-
shops and factories” explained the rising tide of unemployment.

Organizations such as the UFCM continued the Catholic Church’s long-
standing efforts to reach out to popular groups. When the state failed to fulfill
its promises of social justice, the Catholic Church, with its long tradition of as-
sisting the most indigent, stepped into the breach and made its own claims for
justice, putting the Cárdenas administration once again on the defensive.54 And
Catholic Action’s insistence on linking female employment and low wages for
men appealed to many working-class men and women who favored a family
wage that would allow working-class women to concentrate their energies in
their homes.

To Cardenista officials seeking to diminish the appeal of organizations such
as Catholic Action, supporting the family-wage campaign made sense. It rein-
forced modernist efforts to separate public and private realms as well as wage
and non-wage labor. It appealed to working-class men and women as well as to
middle-class reformers. Finally, it countered the accusations that the regime
sought to abolish gendered identities by drawing women into the masculinized
world of labor unions and politics while emasculating men through unemploy-
ment and underemployment. The Labor Department, deflecting accusations of
communist influence, could better defend itself against conservative criticisms
by obscuring rather than challenging women’s labor conditions.

Conclusions

The investigative reports of 1936 and 1938 raise as many questions as they an-
swer. They do not assess, for example, the effect of truly equalizing male and fe-
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male wages, as the federal labor laws stipulated. Nor do they measure the La-
bor Department’s success in enforcing labor laws. Neither report indicates who
brokered female labor, particularly in the decentered garment industry, where
many women performed piecework or outwork. The social linkages of these
workplaces, therefore, remain invisible, save for a few offhand references to
neighbors. Furthermore, the reports’ determination to portray women workers
as blameless victims obscured workers’ own efforts at resistance. Indeed, the
lack of cooperation by some of the garment workers may have resulted as much
from suspicion of state authorities as they did from fear of employer retribution.

The relationship among gender, state-formation, and industrialization de-
veloped in a complex matrix of perceptions and interest groups. The Cardenista
regime struggled to balance the need for economic development with its com-
mitments to revolutionary ideals and political stability. The cotton textile and
garment industries appeared to offer an ideal setting for nationalist economic
policies, given not only their prominence in the economy but also their use of
domestic inputs and domestic markets. However, closer inspection reveals that
during this crucial period of industrial transformation leading up to the “Mexi-
can Miracle,” the female work force played a critical role in evening out the com-
petition among labor-intensive and capital-intensive enterprises. The progres-
sive, if reformist, 1936 investigative committee saw in this situation a perfect
opportunity for the state to step in and mediate. Despite his aspirations, Cárde-
nas was not a benevolent dictator who could intervene and choreograph social
change at will. The recommendations of the labor department, limited as they
were, foundered on the constraints of a patriarchal society, uneven economic de-
velopment, and growing threats from conservative opposition movements.
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